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Abstract: Data mining and analytics involve inspecting and modeling large
pre-existing datasets to discover decision-making information. Precision agri-
culture uses data mining to advance agricultural developments. Many farmers
aren’t getting the most out of their land because they don’t use precision agri-
culture. They harvest crops without a well-planned recommendation system.
Future crop production is calculated by combining environmental conditions
and management behavior, yielding numerical and categorical data. Most
existing research still needs to address data preprocessing and crop catego-
rization/classification. Furthermore, statistical analysis receives less attention,
despite producing more accurate and valid results. The study was conducted
on a dataset about Karnataka state, India, with crops of eight parameters
taken into account, namely the minimum amount of fertilizers required, such
as nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and pH values. The research considers
rainfall, season, soil type, and temperature parameters to provide precise
cultivation recommendations for high productivity. The presented algorithm
converts discrete numerals to factors first, then reduces levels. Second, the
algorithm generates six datasets, two from Case-1 (dataset with many numeric
variables), two from Case-2 (dataset with many categorical variables), and one
from Case-3 (dataset with reduced factor variables). Finally, the algorithm
outputs a class membership allocation based on an extended version of the
K-means partitioning method with lambda estimation. The presented work
produces mixed-type datasets with precisely categorized crops by organizing
data based on environmental conditions, soil nutrients, and geo-location.
Finally, the prepared dataset solves the classification problem, leading to a
model evaluation that selects the best dataset for precise crop prediction.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain technology could revolutionize agriculture by addressing product fraud, traceability,
price gouging, and consumer mistrust. The author [1] presented how blockchain technology can be
used in agriculture to solve current problems by reviewing previous research and analyzing blockchain
startup case studies. Blockchain makes possible a safer, better, more sustainable, and more reliable
agri-food system. Agriculture and related industries are unquestionably the most important sources
of income in rural India. Agriculture has a significant impact on the country’s GDP (GDP). The
country is fortunate to have such a robust agricultural sector. Agriculture and related industries are by
far the most significant sources of income in rural India. Agriculture significantly contributes to the
country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [2]. The country is fortunate to have a thriving agricultural
industry. However, crop yield per hectare falls short of global standards. One of the reasons for the rise
in suicides among India’s poor farmers could be this. However, agricultural production per hectare is
low in comparison to global norms. This could be one of the reasons why so many small farmers have
decided to relocate to India. Crop yield prediction is an important issue in the agricultural sector [3].
Every farmer’s goal is to understand their crop yield and whether or not it meets their goals based
on their prior knowledge of that crop and yield prediction [4]. Crop yields are affected by pests, the
environment, and harvesting procedures. It is necessary to have accurate crop history information to
make decisions regarding managing agricultural risks [5].

Agriculture has a long tradition in India. India was recently ranked second in global agricultural
output. For example, forestry and fisheries related to agriculture generated roughly half of all jobs
and 16.6% of GDP in 2009. The agricultural sector’s contribution to India’s GDP is declining. Crop
production is agriculture’s primary source of revenue [6,7]. Crop output is affected by various factors,
including meteorological, geographic, organic, and economic considerations. Due to fluctuating
market prices, farmers have difficulty deciding when and which crops to grow. According to Wikipedia
[8], between 1.4% and 1.8% of 100,000 people in India committed suicide in the previous ten years.
Farmers are unsure of what crop to plant, when to start, and where to plant it because of the
unpredictable nature of the weather. Seasonal temperature variations and the accessibility of essential
resources such as soil, water, and air call into question the use of various fertilizers. Crop yields are
steadily declining in this situation. The problem can be solved by providing farmers with access to an
intelligent, user-friendly recommendation system.

The majority of farmers in underdeveloped countries continue to employ centuries-old farming
techniques. These methods do not ensure a high yield per acre. One of the numerous issues with
conventional agriculture is that farmers choose crops based on market demand rather than the
productivity of their land. Crop recommendation is a strategy that assists farmers in determining
which crops will produce the most yields per hectare. A crop recommendation system, also known as a
prediction system, is the art of anticipating crop yields to optimize productivity prior to harvesting. It
is typically done several months in advance. Because crop recommendation systems entail processing
vast amounts of soil, fertilizers, and geographical and meteorological data, machine learning (ML)
approaches are utilized to handle this overwhelming data efficiently. ML-based systems can take many
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inputs and perform a range of non-linear tasks. They are comprehensive and cost-effective solutions
for better crop advice and decision-making in general.

Programs that quantitatively explain plant-environment and soil feature interactions are used to
provide crop recommendations. The technique starts with gathering a field soil sample for scientific
soil testing. A field can be sampled so that the chemical composition of the soil sample, which is
also influenced by temperature and rainfall, can precisely show the actual nutrient status of the field
in a particular location, benefiting farmers and increasing production. This is the first fundamental
premise of precision agriculture’s crop recommendation procedure for soil testing. B putting all this
effort into the values and procedures, researchers can construct an intuitive crop recommendation
system that delivers suggestions with a small margin of error depending on agricultural seasons
and other parameters. This crop suggestion approach helps farmers make better-educated selections,
resulting in more efficient and lucrative farming techniques.

From the literature, it is observed that most existing work needs to explain how and on what basis
the crops were classified. They suggest crops based on soil properties or climatic conditions. If we only
recommend using one of the two scenarios, the accuracy of the prediction decreases. We considered
both scenarios in the proposed work to overcome the challenges above. This allows us to recommend
the best dataset for the researchers, increasing the accuracy of crop recommendation.

Precision agriculture is essential in developing countries like India, where traditional or even
ancient farming practices predominate. Precision agriculture, also known as site-specific agriculture,
assists farmers in taking care of their land by increasing yield per unit of land and reducing pesticide
and fertilizer waste. To classify yields by soil potential, statistical approaches are used. Farmers can
harvest the right crops with management zones at the right sub-yields. This allows them to use less
fertilizer, insecticide, and other inputs. Traditional yield prediction is based on a farmer’s previous
crop harvesting at a specific time. Precision agriculture promotes yield prediction based on data. We
use data mining, modeling, and statistical models to forecast crop harvest. Data-based yield estimates
are getting closer to the actual crop yield. When selecting crops, many farmers overlook soil potential.
The demand for “expert systems” is growing in tandem with the rise of Precision Agriculture. Precision
agriculture, like other businesses, will increasingly rely on data. Using spatial data mining on the
following datasets will become much more critical in the future and should be solved using intelligent
informatics and geostatistics methods. Precision agriculture’s crop suggestion system can help farmers
make better decisions. This technique chooses the best crops for a plot of land based on data and
analytical models. This inspired us to conduct precision agriculture research.

The significant contributions of the paper are enlisted below.

• The major challenge in the proposed work is the data. The data received from various sources
is not in the proper format. The incorrect dataset format is transformed into the correct form
by creating a data frame from all combinations of the supplied feature vectors.

• Another finding is that numerical parameters such as N, P, K, and temperature have a discrete
value range. It has been observed and tested that the most popular tree-based classification algo-
rithms perform better with datasets that contain more categorical variables than numeric ones.

• Recommendation of Crop Dataset using Cluster-based techniques.
• The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows.

Section 2 discusses the background work of researchers in agriculture and yield prediction.
Section 3 presents the proposed model for yield prediction and recommends which crop for cultivation.
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The model also suggests the best suitable time for the use of fertilizers. Section 4 discusses the results,
and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The authors of [9] predicted soybean yield in the United States using convolutional and recurrent
neural networks. The MAPE of their model was 15% lower than that of typical remote sensing
approaches (MAPE). Convolutional neural networks can predict crop yields using satellite images
[10]. Their model outperformed other machine learning approaches and employed three-dimensional
convolution to incorporate spatial and time variables. One of the most challenging problems in
precision agriculture is predicting crop production, and numerous working models have been suggested
and demonstrated. Because crop production is controlled by various factors, including soil, weather,
fertilizer application rate, and seed type, this challenge needs the usage of several datasets [11].

The work published in [12] offered a crop recommendation method based on machine learning.
The dataset included temperature, humidity, average rainfall, soil pH, nitrogen, potassium, and phos-
phorus requirements, which the authors used to train machine learning models. In terms of accuracy,
the Nave Bayes classifier performed admirably. However, after tweaking the hyperparameters, the
Random Forest classifier performs better and is considered for prediction. The algorithm forecasts
the top five crops that can be cultivated in the current location. The soil, climate, and geographical
factors influence crop prediction for a specific location.

The authors of [13] used feature selection techniques such as Recursive Feature Elimination
(RFE), Boruta, and Sequential Forward Feature Selection (SFFS) on the dataset to select precise soil
and environmental characteristics for crop prediction. The RFE method determines the most precise
features. Furthermore, when RFE is used in conjunction with a bagging classifier, the accuracy of crop
prediction based on soil and environmental characteristics improves.

The dataset contains 135 different crops in the target column that were grown in the corresponding
location in India, according to the authors of [14]. According to the authors, the K Nearest Neighbor
model accurately predicts the type of crop cultivated at the location. The authors of [15] created a model
for Maharashtra state that helps farmers decide which crop to cultivate based on crop productivity
using a multilayer perceptron neural network. The predicted model recommends crops based on the
district and weather. Using the Adam optimizer, the anticipated model performs with 90% accuracy.

The authors of [16] presented a mobile application for a user who inputs soil type and area as input
and estimates crop yield per hectare for the states of Karnataka and Maharashtra. In addition, the
model predicts agricultural output per hectare for a chosen crop. According to the authors, Random
Forest produces the best results, with 95% accuracy. The proposed approach also recommends the
optimal fertilizer application time to maximize crop output. Farmers frequently require an intelligent
system to select a crop that maximizes crop output. The authors of [17] addressed this issue using
Machine Learning approaches. The proposed models indicate a crop planting order for the season.
Some farmers want crop yield information to sow crops in the future. Researchers in [18] tackled
this novelty by employing advanced regression techniques and improving the model’s performance by
stacking regression.

Using data analytics, researchers in [19] examined a massive agricultural data collection to
provide meaningful information. We used K-Means and the Apriori technique to investigate the data’s
qualities. In addition, the authors devised a Nave Bayes model to predict crop name and yield. The
authors of [20] employed a Random Forest regression model to forecast crop yield per hectare using
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data from the Indian government, such as rainfall, temperature, season, and area. Only some crops
satisfy farmers regarding crop yield and choices for a specific season. The authors of [21] presented a
software solution named ‘Crop Advisor,’ which will serve as a user-friendly application for farmers to
learn about the climate parameters influencing crop yields in Madhya Pradesh. The authors employed
the C4.5 method to determine the most influential climatic parameters.

The authors of [22] offered various machine learning regression algorithms based on geological
and climatic factors to forecast the highest crop yields among rice, ragi, gramme, potato, and onion.
To improve accuracy, the majority voting method was used. The authors of [23] suggested a decision
tree technique for predicting crop output in Karnataka state based on soil, planting, harvesting,
and season data. The authors stated that clustering and classification techniques might be coupled
to achieve superior results. The authors of [24] suggested a strategy for predicting the best crop for
high yield before deciding whether or not to cultivate the crop for the farmer. The authors employed
various boosting regression techniques. XGB regression with hyper-parameter tuning outperformed
other models in terms of RMSE.

The author [25] selects and discusses ML and DM datasets that academics utilize for Internet
anomaly traffic classification research. A short ML/DM tutorial on Internet traffic classification with
a feature dataset is provided for better comprehension. Read and summarized the most important
and commonly cited methodologies and feature datasets. Because data is vital in Internet traffic
classification using the ML/DM technique, various well-known and widely used datasets with detailed
statistical properties are also provided.

Recently the author [26] presented a hybrid recommendation algorithms model for short-term and
long-term behavior; however, they are static and need help discovering relationships between behaviors
and objects. These algorithms also ignore location-based data when providing recommendations. The
research proposes a hybrid location-centric prediction (HLCP) model that accounts for users’ dynamic
behavior to overcome the issues. HLCP efficiently learns short-term and long-term contexts using Feed
Forward Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural Networks.

This study improved a genetic algorithm (IGA) for recommending crop nutrition levels. The
algorithm optimizes by exploring and exploiting the neighborhood. The model improved local
optimization in population strategy to avoid premature local individuals. Diversity preserves pop-
ulation knowledge. In real-world datasets, the novel IGA method may outperform conventional
recommendations. As a result, the program optimizes production and nutrient levels [27].

The end-to-end multi-objective neural evolutionary algorithm (MONEADD) for combinatorial
optimization is introduced in this study. It is governed by decomposition and supremacy. MONEADD
is an end-to-end approach that uses genetic processes and incentive signals to grow neural networks
for combinatorial optimization tasks. Each generation retains non-dominated neural networks based
on dominance and decomposition to accelerate convergence. Traditional heuristic approaches start
from scratch for each test problem, whereas the trained model can answer equivalent questions during
inference. Three multi-objective search strategies improve model inference performance [28].

3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Dataset Overview and Data Collection
The research was carried out in the state of Karnataka, India. The analysis examines eight

variables for various crops. The minimum amounts of fertilizer required are nitrogen (N), phosphorus
(P), and potassium (K). Another parameter used in the study is pH. Soil pH is a measure of the
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soil’s acidity or alkalinity. The other four parameters for increased crop productivity are temperature,
rainfall conditions, soil type, and season, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Crop dataset

Crops N Crops P Crops pH Crops Season

Paddy 70 Paddy 30 Paddy 5.5 Paddy Kharif
Paddy 80 Paddy 40 Paddy 6.5 Wheat Rabi
Paddy 90 Paddy 50 Wheat 6 Jowar Kharif
Wheat 90 Wheat 30 Wheat 7 Barley Rabi
Wheat 100 Wheat 40 Jowar 6 Bajra Kharif
Wheat 110 Wheat 50 Jowar 8.5 Ragi Kharif

3.2 Datasets Construction
Table 1 demonstrates that the collected data needs to be in the correct format. The incorrect

dataset format is translated into the right format by generating a data frame from all combinations
of the supplied feature vectors [29]. Another discovery is that numerical parameters like N, P, K, and
temperature have discrete value ranges. The bulk of prominent tree-based classification algorithms
has been seen and tested to perform better with datasets that contain more categorical variables than
numeric ones. The gathered data is processed in this context to turn its discrete numeric vectors into
category vectors. As a result, we have two datasets: one with many numerical variables and one with
many categorical variables. Tables 2 and 3 display these datasets.

Table 2: Dataset with many numeric variables

Crops N P K pH Temp. Rainfall Season Soil_type

Rice 70 30 30 5.5 20 175 Kharif Clay
Rice 80 30 30 5.5 20 175 Kharif Clay
Rice 90 30 30 5.5 20 175 Kharif Clay
Rice 70 50 30 5.5 20 175 Kharif Clay

Table 3: Dataset with many categorical variables

Crops N P K pH Temp.

Rice n_70–90 p_30–50 k_30–50 5.5 t_20–25
Rice n_70–90 p_30–50 k_30–50 5.5 t_20–25
Rice n_70–90 p_30–50 k_30–50 5.5 t_20–30
Rice n_70–90 p_30–50 k_30–50 5.5 t_20–30

Fig. 1 depicts an abstract representation of the entire dataset construction process. Because our
initial datasets are mixed, we will use an extension to the K-means algorithm, i.e., k-prototypes
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clustering, as well as two heuristic methods, factor, and numeric methods, to generate new datasets
in addition to the class memberships.

Dataset

Case 4.1.1
Dataset with many
numeric variables

Dataset with many
factor variables

Heuristic Methods
num.method=1

fac.method=1

Heuristic Methods
num.method=2

fac.method=1

se 4 1 1

numeric

Case 4.1.2
Dataset with 

multiple levels

Case 4.1.3
Dataset with 

reduced levels

Case 4 1 2 Case

Heuristic Methods
num.method=1

fac.method=1

Heuristic Methods
num.method=1

fac.method=2

Heuristic Methods
num.method=1

fac.method=1

Heuristic Methods
num.method=1

fac.method=2

1 fac.method=1 p

M h d

d 1 e levels

ti M th d

Figure 1: An overview of dataset construction

Case 4.1.1 illustrates a dataset with many numeric variables on which the heuristic method is used
to build a new dataset with both numeric and factor values set to “1,” as illustrated in Fig. 1. Case
4.1.1 also undergoes another heuristic iteration, this time with the numeric method set to “2” and the
factor method set to “1.”

Case 4.1.1 represents a dataset with many numeric variables, but Case 4.1.2 and Case 4.1.3 are
characterized by a dataset with multiple factor variables. Case 4.1.2 represents multi-level datasets
and separates them into two heuristic iterations, one with numeric and factor methods set to “1” and
the other with numeric and factor methods set to “1” and “2,” respectively. Case 4.0.3, on the other
hand, works with a reduced-level dataset. It also makes use of a heuristic method with two integer
value possibilities. We finally have six datasets, two for each example.

3.3 Algorithm for Crop Recommendation
Input: D: Crop dataset containing n instances.

Output: The output is a class membership with the object assigned to the class based on the
variables’ lambda estimate.

1 ds: = loadDataset ();

2 Apply standard preprocessing on the dataset;

3 if! target membership then

4 if ds is of mixed type, then

5 if numeric discrete-valued attributes, then

6 transform to factors;

7 ds:= generateDataset ();

8 end
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9 if factor attributes have many levels, then

10 group them accordingly based on domain knowledge;

11 ds := generateDataset ();

12 end

13 for each outcome D of datasets do

14 // over the range to estimate the best k;

15 kbest := clusterValidation ();

16 // Investigate the variable’s variance and concentration;

17 lmd := lambdaEst ();

18 // Run the kproto function with kbest and lambda;

19 kpres := partition (ds, kbest, lmd);

20 ds := generateDataset ();

21 end

22 end

23 end

24 Update the cluster numbers at the end to the new datasets as target classes.

The algorithm shows how to create mixed-type datasets based on soil properties, season, rainfall,
and temperature. The algorithm receives data partition (parameter D) as input, which represents the
entire set of training tuples with excluded class labels (shown in line no. 3). The algorithm generates a
class membership model in which objects are assigned to the class based on a lambda estimate [30].

The procedure begins with standard data preprocessing, such as variable normalization, discrete
numeric to-factor conversion, and level reduction. The algorithm computes k-prototypes clustering for
diverse datasets, shown in lines 13 to 20. K-prototyping is a modified version of the k-Means algorithm
used to create clusters of large datasets with categorical values, recomputed cluster prototypes through
iterations, and reassign clusters.

Equation d(x, y = deuclid (x, y) + λsimpleMatching (x, y) is used to assign clusters.

Heuristic methods are used for the computation of cluster prototypes as cluster means for numeric
variables (standard deviation (num_method:= 2) or Variance (num_method:= 1)) and modes for
factors

(1−∑
ip2

i (facMethod = 1)) or (1 − maxipi (facMethod = 2)) is calculated.

The algorithm calls clusterValidation ( ) for each dataset retrieved for partitioning from lines 7
and 11. The preferred validation index is calculated using the following function:

McClain

McClain = Sw

Sb

(1)

Sw Represents the total sum of within-cluster distances divided by the number of individuals’
within-cluster distances. On the other hand, Sb is the total sum of between-cluster distances divided
by the total number of individuals between-cluster distances. The minimum value of the index denotes
the optimal number of cluster silhouette.
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We make use of the McClain and Silhouette clusters as our optimization model. A method for
analyzing and confirming consistency within data clusters is the silhouette method. The method gives
a clear graphic representation of each object’s classification accuracy. The silhouette value contrasts an
object’s separation from other clusters with its cohesion with its own cluster. We can directly optimize
the silhouette instead of using the average silhouette to evaluate a clustering from k-medoids or k-
means. These methods assign points to the closest cluster, which is best.

Silhouette = 1
n

n∑

i=1

b (i) − a (i)
max (a(i), b(i))

(2)

The average dissimilarity of the ith object to all other objects in the same cluster is given by a(i). b(i)
= min(d(i, C)), where d(i, C) is the mean dissimilarity of the ith object to all other objects other than
those in the same cluster. In the meantime, the maximum index value indicates the optimal number of
groups [30]. In the end, the clusters generated from the above computation are tagged to every dataset
accordingly as target classes in line no. 24 of the algorithm. We use the Silhouette and McClain clusters
as an optimization model to determine the optimal number of clusters.

4 Results and Discussions

The dataset used for the experimental analysis is of mixed type (numeric and categorical). To
achieve a better balance between the Euclidean distance of numeric variables and the simple matching
coefficient of categorical variables, the optimal value of lambda is estimated to investigate the variables’
variance for k-prototype clustering. To accomplish this, we used lambda as a metric. The same
explanation is given in all three cases. The initial crop dataset contains no class labels (presented in
Table 1). Before proceeding with the rest of the calculation, we must establish class labels because these
are essential for decision tree-based models to categorize and classify the crops. We employ a mixed-
type partitioning method to produce class labels for each crop. The data input for the function included
two-factor variables—soil type and season—as well as six numerical variables—annual rainfall, pH,
temperature, Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), and Potassium (K). The number of observations that
belong to each cluster is one of the simplest ways to determine the usefulness of a cluster set. The
McClain and silhouette equations are used to calculate the optimal value of k for a balanced cluster.
It is critical to note that extreme cluster sizes are unlikely to be helpful.

4.1 Case 1: Dataset with Many Numeric Variables
Along with an explanation of the dataset’s actual contents, Fig. 2 provides a primitive overview of

the data format in terms of observations (rows) and variables (columns). There are 44,280 observations
of 9 different variables in the data frame [31].

Figure 2: Dataset with many numeric variables
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The below Fig. 3 illustrates the results obtained after plotting the balanced cluster using the
Silhouette criterion, which identified 17 clusters. As the dataset is of mixed type, a better balance
is achieved between the Euclidean distance of numeric variables and the simple matching coefficient
between categorical variables. The optimal value of lambda is estimated to investigate the variables’
variance/concentrations for k-prototype clustering. The “clustMixType” is a tool used during the
implementation process, which provides an implementation of k-prototypes in R. It computes k-
prototypes clustering for mixed-type data. An implementation of the k-prototypes algorithm is given
by the function

kproto(x, k, lambda = NULL, iter.max = 100, nstart = 1, na.rm = TRUE)

• Numeric method
• Factor method

Figure 3: Plot of the ASW indices for 1–20 clusters. The function of lambda estimation supports and
works with two heuristic methods

We use lambda > than zero, to balance the simple matching coefficient between categorical
variables and Euclidean distance between numerical variables. The order of a vector variable-specific
factor must match the data variables. All variable distances are multiplied by lambda values.

Case 4.1.1-Task 1: Case 4.1.1’s dataset contains more numerical variables, so the numeric method
with the integer value “1” and the factor method with the letter “1” is used. The clusters are then
created based on the previously provided parameter values.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the process of k-prototype clustering’s object return, which contains a series
of useful information.

The output of a function is a list with four components. Using Eq. (3), Lambda is calculated using
heuristic approaches with the ratio of all numeric/factor variable means.

λ = average numeric variances
average categorical variation

= 0.0313570
0.6621297

= 0.04735785 (3)
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Cluster returns the number of formed clusters (i.e., 17), whereas Cluster sizes return the number
of instances in each group for the given dataset with 6 numeric and 2 categorical attributes. The best
lambda value found is = 0.04735785 (as depicted in line no. 17 of Fig. 4). The values in lines 20 and
21 identify several instances that belong to clusters 1, 2, 3, and so on (such as 2436, 3353, 3394, etc.).
The within-cluster-error function returns the error rate for each cluster.

Figure 4: kproto() object of numc_method 1

The results of the k-prototypes clustering for cluster interpretation are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The
number of clusters is represented on the x-axis, the scaled range of attribute values is represented on the
y-axis, and box plots and bar plots of each cluster are generated, and presented below for categorical
and numerical variables.

Figure 5: Cluster interpretations of nitrogen
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Figure 6: Cluster interpretations of season

Based on the above cluster interpretations, it is possible to conclude that observations/readings
from one cluster differ considerably from those from other clusters. Consider an example as shown in
Fig. 6, it is noticed that the first cluster in the kharif season has a value of 0.4. In contrast, the first
rabi season cluster has a value of 0.6. Furthermore, the rabi season’s final cluster has a value of 1.0,
whereas the kharif season’s last cluster has no value. So, it follows that the clusters created during the
kharif season have values that are entirely different from those during the rabi season. The resulting
cluster numbers are prepended with the word class as a result of class labels shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: A quick sanity check of task 1 clusters

Case 4.1.1-Task 2: For the same dataset in Case 4.1.1, the integer values “2” and “1” are applied to
form different sets of clusters. The explanation from Fig. 4 is applied again here to obtain the optimal
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lambda value for creating the same clusters.

λ = average numeric standard deviation
average categorical variation

= 0.1760817
0.6621297

= 0.2659323 (4)

The obtained λ value along with the above-assigned parameter values; the resulting cluster
numbers are tagged with class labels and furnished in Fig. 8. Based on the tasks performed on the
dataset (Case 4.1.1), the majority of the variables are numeric, with only two being categorical. Integer
value has little effect on cluster formation when the factor method is changed.

Figure 8: A quick sanity check of task 2 clusters

4.2 Case 2: Dataset with Many Categorical Variables
The below Fig. 9 depicts the basic data shape in terms of observations (rows) and variables

(columns), as well as a summary of the dataset’s actual contents. The data set contains 1,904
observations across 9 variables.

Figure 9: Dataset with many categorical variables

The issues in the dataset are factors that have multi-levels [31]. Depending on the circumstances,
these variables can be ignored. In this instance, we identified and presented them in Fig. 10.

The process to generate class labels for crop dataset: The crop data class labels are generated using
the same procedure as in Case 4.1.1. Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), Potassium (K), temperature,
season, soil type, and two numeric variables pH and rainfall are the factor variables employed here.

Fig. 11 depicts the results of plotting the silhouette and McClain criteria with the vector specifying
the search range [10:20] for the optimum number of clusters and repetitive computations with random
initialization of 5. They pick up 20 clusters.
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Figure 10: Distribution of observations across levels

Figure 11: Plot b/w ASW and McClain indices

Case 4.1.2-Task 1: There are more factor variables in the dataset representing Case 4.1.2. As a
result, with integer value 1, the numeric and factor methods are used. As shown in Section 4.1 (Fig. 4),
the lambda value is obtained for the resultant object using Eq. (5). The value obtained from Eq. (5)
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aids in the formation of distinct clusters.

λ = average numeric variance
average categorical variation

= 0.033
0.792

= 0.04 (5)

Figs. 12 and 13 represents the visualization of the result of k-prototypes clustering for cluster
interpretation of pH and Season. Fig. 13 depicts the first cluster in the kharif season has a value of
0.3. On the other hand, the first cluster in the Rabi season has a value of 0.8. Furthermore, kharif last
cluster is in the range of 0.8–0.9, whereas Rabi’s last cluster is 0.1. So, it follows that the clusters created
during the kharif season have values that are entirely different from those during the rabi season.

Figure 12: Cluster interpretations of pH

Figure 13: Cluster interpretations of season
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With the above-mentioned parameter values, the resulting cluster numbers are prepended with the
word class as shown in Fig. 14.

Figure 14: Task 1-sanity check of clustering

Case 4.1.2-Task 2: in Case 4.1.2, the integer values “1” and “2” are used to form different sets of
clusters for the same dataset. As shown in Fig. 4 the resultant object gives the lambda value shown in
Eq. (6), which aids in forming precise clusters.

λ = average numeric variance
average categorical variation

= 0.033
0.712

= 0.05 (6)

The resulting cluster numbers are prepended with the word class using the above-mentioned
parameter values, as shown in Fig. 15. The majority of the variables in the dataset are categorical,
with only two being numeric, according to the task performed on the dataset (Case 4.1.2). When the
numeric method is varied, integer value has little effect on cluster formation.

Figure 15: Task 2-sanity check of clustering

4.3 Case 3: Dataset Featuring Reduced Level of Many Categorical Variables
From Fig. 10 it is observed that in Case 4.1.2 dataset has categorical variables with many levels.

The multitudes of groups present in every single attribute make the application of tree-based models
for retrieving required information a time-consuming process [32].
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To cut down the computation time when dealing with the overwhelming levels, we have made a
group of nearer values while keeping the margin of ±10 while simultaneously ensuring that our results
remain impartial. Fig. 16 shows a dataset that features nine variables with a total of 1,904 observations
of reduced levels.

Figure 16: Dataset with many categorical variables

Case 4.1.3-Task 1:

In Fig. 17, the distribution of each variable is illustrated. If we observe Fig. 17 and compare it
to the levels shown in Fig. 10, we can quickly tell that the sizes of the levels are trimmed down by
half. Moreover, crop data’s class labels are formed similarly to Case 4.1.2 with fewer factor levels of
the dataset. Lastly, 20 clusters are picked up by the criteria (McClain and Silhouette), and they are
generated by employing the similar process used for the Task 1 of Case 4.1.2.

Figure 17: Distribution of observations across levels for case 3

Visualization of k-prototypes clustering results for cluster interpretation of pH and Season is
presented in Figs. 18 and 19. Fig. 19 represents that the first cluster in the Kharif season gets a value
in the range of 0.6 and 0.8. On the other hand, the first cluster in the Rabi season has a value range
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of 0.2 and 0.4. Moreover, Kharif’s last group is in the range of 0.0–0.2; the last cluster of Rabi gets
approximately 1.0.

Figure 18: Cluster interpretations of pH

Figure 19: Cluster interpretations of season

According to Fig. 4 from Section 4.1 the lambda value is obtained through the resultant object.
This value, as shown in Eq. (7), helps to form precise clusters.

λ = average numeric variance
average categorical variation

= 0.03
0.72

= 0.05 (7)
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With the above-assigned parameter values and λ, the resulting cluster numbers are tagged with
world-class due to class labels shown in Fig. 20.

Figure 20: Task 1-sanity check of clustering

Case 4.1.3-Task 2: Further, the integer values “1” and “2” are used for the same dataset in Task 1
to create different sets of clusters. Going by Fig. 4 explanation, the lambda value is obtained through
the resultant object. As shown in Eq. (8), this value assists in forming precise clusters.

λ = average numeric variance
average categorical variation

= 0.03
0.63

= 0.05 (8)

With the above-assigned parameter values and λ, the resulting cluster numbers are prepended with
the word class due to class labels shown in Fig. 21.

Figure 21: Task 2-sanity check of clustering

The observation of the tasks performed on the Case 4.1.3 dataset suggests that all variables are
categorical except for two numeric ones. The variation of the numeric method integer value doesn’t
significantly affect the formation of clusters. In the last, if we observe Figs. 6, 13, and 19, we can easily
conclude that the clusters in the Kharif season present entirely different values than what we found
out with the clusters of the Rabi season. It is essential to mention here that the inference mentioned
above reveals that the clusters are appropriately created. Moreover, datasets representing all the cases
discussed in the above study feature some outliers in some clusters. Fig. 5 of Case 4.1.1, Fig. 12 of Case
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4.1.2, and Fig. 18 of Case 4.1.3 show those outliers. It is worth mentioning that there is a way to cut
down the error rate value, i.e., fine-tuning the lambda value. However, we did not fine-tune the lambda
value in this study because the clusters obtained in every case are too large or small. This disparity in
the cluster values renders the observations not very useful for further proceeding of the study. In short,
fine-tuning the lambda value would only amount to overwork for the given datasets without offering
any valuable input.

5 Conclusion

Data mining and analytics involve evaluating and modeling data to draw conclusions and enhance
decision-making. Precision agriculture uses advanced data mining tools to advance agriculture. Lack
of farm management knowledge prevents selecting suitable datasets and crops for certain agro-fields.
The cluster analysis performed by the algorithm iteration for the dataset with numeric variables reveals
that values in one cluster differ significantly from values in other clusters. In addition, except for two
categorical variables, the majority of variables in the same example are numerical. This means that
changing the factor method’s integer value has no discernible effect on cluster formation. Case 2 draws
the same conclusion as the first: all variables are numeric, but two and the factor method integer values
are not closely related to cluster formation. The third case, with a dataset of reduced levels of many
categorical variables, also reveals a value difference between clusters. The research’s overall findings
can be divided into three categories. Clusters differ significantly between the Kharif and Rabi seasons.
The vast majority of variables are categorical in nature rather than numerical. The integral value of
the numerical approach has little effect on cluster formation.
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